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B Y  P H I L L I P  S .  R I S N E R ,  P. E . ,  M E M B E R  A S H R A E

D E L L  C H I L D R E N ’ S  M E D I C A L  C E N T E R  O F  C E N T R A L  T E X A SC A S E  S T U D Y

As a Level 1 trauma center that serves a 46-county area the size of Ohio, Dell 
Children’s Medical Center of Central Texas must have the capacity to treat children 
in all weather and emergency conditions — including triple-digit summer heat waves. 
To meet both grid independence and sustainability goals, the hospital partnered  
with Austin Energy to build an on-site combined cooling and heating power plant.

fills, accounting for 92% of the 
construction waste;

•  Recycled railroad rails used as 
structural steel; 

•  Structural system concrete con-
taining 30% fly ash in lieu of 
Portland cement, which emits sig-
nificant amounts of carbon dioxide 
when manufactured; 

•  Locally fabricated metal shingle 
wall panels, chosen for their high 
recycled content and durability;

•  Permanent drives and paved sur-
faces that are constructed from con-
crete to reduce the heat island effect;

•  An ENERGY STAR high-albedo 
thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) 

an anchor tenant for a mixed-use 
green development on the 722-acre 
site of the former Austin Mueller 
Municipal Airport. 

The hospital building team sought 
LEED certification not only for the 
environmental benefits, but also to 
create a healthy environment for 
patients and staff. 

Costs and Benefits
The cost premium for the hospital’s 
sustainable features was about 
3% – 4%. However, even with the pre-
mium, the hospital was constructed 
for approximately $257/ft2, which 
was in the typical cost range for hos-
pitals in the Texas region during its 
construction. Its cost is comparable 
to a similarly sized hospital without 
sustainable features that Seton con-
structed and opened a year later. 

Many of the benefits from a sus-
tainable hospital are intangible, but 
some result in financial savings. 
Lower staff turnover and patient sat-
isfaction help to improve the finan-
cial success of the hospital. 

For example, the national average 
nursing turnover rate ranges from 
10% – 15%, and new hospitals may 
experience up to 30% turnover the 
first year; Dell’s first-year rate was 
2.4%. Training a new nurse can cost 

approximately $70,000, so a low turn-
over rate can make a big difference in 
the financial well-being of a hospital.

The average patient length of stay 
has dropped, from 4.76 days at the 
hospital’s former location in 2007 to 
4.13 days at its new facility in 2010. 
This drop is even more significant 
given the new hospital’s expanded ser-
vices and broader service area, which 
are drawing higher acuity patients 
who require a higher level of care. 

Sustainable Design
Many of the materials used in the 
hospital were selected for their 
reduced impact on the environ-
ment. The building team also evalu-
ated life-cycle costs and primarily 
selected sustainable features with a 
return on investment period of eight 
years or less. Other practices, such 
as recycling construction waste and 
encouraging use of alternate forms 
of transportation also contribute to 
the hospital’s sustainability. 

These materials and practices include:
•  A construction waste manage-

ment program that sent more 
than 4,000 tons of construction 
debris to recycling facilities and 
diverted 34,000 tons from land-

W
hile all hospitals 
are required to have 
emergency backup 
power for life-safety 

systems, often the backup power is 
not sufficient to run building ven-
tilation or cooling systems. Dell’s 
natural gas-fired combustion turbine 
is designed to provide 100% of 
the hospital’s energy needs and is 

unaffected by an electrical grid shut-
down. The plant’s power production 
is about twice as efficient as a coal-
fired power plant. 

Sustainability and environmental 
stewardship priorities are reflected 
throughout the LEED Platinum hos-
pital, which was built on a brown-
field site located within blocks of 
downtown Austin. The hospital is 

B U I L D I N G  AT  A  G L A N C E

Name Dell Children’s Medical Center 
of Central Texas

Location Austin, Texas

Owner Seton Family of Hospitals

Principal Use 
Children’s acute care hospital  
  Includes 176 licensed beds, pediat-

ric intensive care unit, intermediate 
care unit, neonatal intensive care 
unit, oncology, respiratory, surgery, 
general nursing units, Level 1 trauma 
designated emergency department, 
imaging department, 24/7 labora-
tory, pharmacy, kitchen/dining area, 
rehabilitation therapy department 
with therapy pool 

Employees/Occupants 1,100 employees

Gross Square Footage 515,940

Total Cost $130,000,000
 Cost Per Square Foot $257

Substantial Completion/Occupancy 
July 1, 2007

Occupancy 95% 

Distinctions/Awards LEED 
Platinum-NC v. 2.1, featured in DOE 
EnergySmart Hospitals 2009 docu-
mentary video, American Society of 
Healthcare Engineers Energy Efficiency 
Commitment (E2C) 2009 Recognition

Above  The three-acre Healing Garden at 
Dell Children’s Medical Center in Austin, 
Texas, gives children and families a place to 
relax and play outside of the hospital environ-
ment. Many patient rooms and staff break 
rooms overlook the pond and garden, which 
includes native or adapted plant species.  

Opposite  Windows on every level provide 
natural light to patient rooms, treatment 
areas and waiting rooms. The hospital’s 
exterior materials and contemporary design 
take cues from architectural styles of other 
Austin buildings. The metal shingles were 
locally produced. 

This article was published in High Performing Buildings, Winter 2011. Copyright 2011 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers, Inc. Posted at www.hpbmagazine.org. This article may not be copied and/or distributed electronically or in paper form 
without permission of ASHRAE.  For more information about High Performing Buildings, visit www.hpbmagazine.org.
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roofing material. It covers more than 
75% of the total roofing area, effec-
tively reducing both the heat island 
effect and the amount of energy 
required to cool the building;

•  Bus stops, bike racks and pre-
ferred parking for carpools, van-
pools and alternative fuel vehicles 
to reduce vehicle traffic to and 
from the hospital; and

•  Linoleum and cork natural floor 
coverings, made from rapidly 
renewable materials.

Daylighting. The six internal court-
yards provide daylight, fresh air, 
views and access to nature. These 
connections to the outdoors contrib-
ute to a healing environment that 
improves patient outcomes, and 
plays a role in improving productiv-
ity and recruiting and retaining doc-
tors and nursing staff. 

The courtyards provide daylight to 
60% of occupied spaces unrestricted 
by medical demands and to 35% 
of diagnostic and treatment spaces. 
Most areas are no further than 32 ft 
from a window. Double pane low-e 
exterior glass maximizes daylight 
transmittance and minimizes solar 
heat gain. The floor plan illustrated 
in Figure 1 shows the hospital’s con-
figuration around courtyards (a sixth 
courtyard is accessible from the 
third floor).

The hospital’s lighting design 
includes more than 10,000 T5 and 
T8 light fixtures that provide an 
average of approximately 1 W/ft2. 
Roughly 33% of these fixtures are 
connected to occupancy sensors. 
However, critical and patient care 
areas are not equipped with occu-
pancy sensors. Daylight harvesting 
controls are installed on fixtures in 

 F I G U R E  1  F L O O R P L A N :  S E C O N D  F L O O R

Energy Use Intensity (Site) 261 kBtu/ft2

 Natural Gas 3.2 kBtu/ft2 (kitchen use)
 Electricity 75.5 kBtu/ft2

  Chilled Water 123.6 kBtu/ft2

Steam 58.8 kBtu/ft2

Annual Source Energy 470 kBtu/ft2

Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI) $4.90 
(includes green power purchase)

Load Factor 45%

Savings vs. Standard 90.1-2004 
Design Building 12% (building); 55% 
(estimated building plus CCHP)

ENERGY STAR Rating 58 (CCHP effi-
ciency not reflected; 80–85 if CCHP 
efficiency is included)

Cooling Degree Days 2,974 avg.; 
2009 actual: 3,549

Heating Degree Days 1,648 avg.; 
2009 actual: 1,413 

E N E R G Y  AT  A  G L A N C E
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W AT E R  AT  A  G L A N C E

Patient rooms are divided into 
24 bed units including pediatric 
intensive care, intermediate care, 
oncology, respiratory, surgical 
and general units and a 32 bed 
neonatal intensive care unit. The 
surgery department includes nine 
operating rooms, one intra-opera-
tive MRI operating room and two 
special procedure rooms.  

HPB.hotims.com/33326-22
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landscaping except in the courtyards 
and a 3-acre healing garden due to 
infection control precautions.

Combined Cooling and 
Heating Power Plant
The on-site combined cooling and 
heating power plant (CCHP) is 
designed to provide 100% of the 
hospital’s utility requirements for 

the corridors, open areas and offices 
next to perimeter glass, or about 3% 
of the total fixture count. 

Indoor Air Quality. Interior finish 
materials such as formaldehyde-free 
compressed wheatboard casework 
and low- or no-volatile organic com-
pound content paints and adhesives 
promote good indoor air quality. 
These materials can be cleaned 
with soap and water, eliminating 
the need for toxic cleaning agents. 
An abundant amount of outside air 
coupled with high-efficiency air 
filtration also helps maintain indoor 
air quality, which is critical for high 
quality health care. 

Materials. Locally and regionally 
sourced materials such as limestone 
and red sandstone in addition to 
other building materials with high 

recycled content help reduce the 
carbon footprint of the hospital. 
The main flooring material used 
throughout the hospital is lino-
leum, a rapidly renewable material 
that helps to prevent germ growth. 
Linoleum has a higher first cost 
than flooring typically used in hos-
pitals, but has a low maintenance 
cost and excellent life-cycle cost.

Water. Low-flow plumbing fixtures 
and dual-flush toilets help reduce 
indoor water use by 30%. Water-
efficient autoclaves, which sterilize 
medical equipment with steam, 
reduce process water use by more 
than 2 million gallons a year. 

Outside, native and adapted plants 
help reduce potable water use. 
Reclaimed water that is pumped 
from a nearby water treatment plant 
provides subsurface irrigation for all 

Left  The 145 ft tower is designed to serve 
as a landmark to travelers on Interstate 35, 
which is less than a mile west of the hospi-
tal. The tower’s colored glass is illuminated 
at night and can be seen from two to three 
miles north or south on the interstate. The 
fabric structure on top of the tower resembles 
a nun’s cornette, representing the Catholic 
non-profit organization that runs the hospital. 

Water Conservation Low-flow faucets 
and showerheads, dual-flush toilets, 
water-efficient autoclaves, xeric land-
scaping, reclaimed irrigation water from 
nearby water treatment plant save an 
estimated 5.5 million gallons of pota-
ble water a year 

Recycled Materials 21% postconsumer 
recycled content 

Daylighting 90% of perimeter rooms 
having windows and more than 35% of 
diagnostic and treatment areas have 
access to daylight

Individual Controls 96% individual light-
ing controls and 65% individual thermal 
comfort controls

On-site CCHP Provides electricity, 
chilled water and steam to the hospital

Renewable Energy 87% of total elec-
tricity consumption is covered by renew-
able energy purchase (Austin Energy 
GreenChoice)

Construction Waste 91% recycled 

Materials Low-VOC adhesives, sealants, 
paints and coatings

Rapidly Renewable Materials 2.7% of 
total materials, including more than 
400,000 ft2 of linoleum flooring

Regionally Extracted Materials 27.4%

KEY SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
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the hospital. The hospital negotiated 
a rate structure with Austin Energy 
that will repay the construction cost 
of the CCHP plant over the 30-year 
contract period. 

During the first few months of 
operation the CCHP plant had a cat-
astrophic turbine failure and power 
delivery problems, which primar-
ily centered around the response 
of main breakers and the turbine 
to grid interruptions. After Austin 
Energy spent considerable efforts 
and expense to improve the reliabil-
ity of the plant, the CCHP plant has 
performed flawlessly for the hospital 
for more than 18 months. 

The hospital pays a premium to 
Austin Energy (AE) to purchase 
“green” power that is produced 
from renewable energy sources, 
which covers approximately 87% of 
the hospital’s electrical consump-
tion. Combined with the emissions 
reductions from the CCHP plant, the 
total atmospheric CO2 reduction is 
more than 6,000 tons per year. 

humidification, space heating and 
domestic hot water production. 

The plant consists of two indepen-
dent grid feeds, a 4.3 MW natural 
gas-fired combustion turbine, a 900 
ton absorption chiller and a heat 
recovery heat exchanger that con-
verts the waste heat from the turbine 
into steam. The steam is sent directly 
to the hospital and is used to drive 
the absorption chiller depending on 
the hospital’s load profile.

At a projected 63% average 
annual thermal efficiency, the CCHP 
plant is almost twice as efficient as 
a comparable coal-fired power plant 
and has significantly decreased 
CO2, NOX and SO2 emissions. The 
plant is also equipped with a 1500 
kW emergency diesel generator 
for backup power in case both grid 
feeds and the turbine are lost.

The construction manager esti-
mated that eliminating the need for 
a central plant (including chillers, 
boilers, emergency generators and 
associated equipment) would save 
$6.5 million. These savings funded 
many other sustainable features of 

at least 30 years. The CCHP plant 
provides reliable electrical power 
with three levels of redundancy and 
enhanced power quality, chilled 
water and steam to the hospital. 

A hospital is a compatible partner 
for a CCHP plant due to a steady 
24/7 operation and a base load 
steam requirement. Steam is used 
by the hospital for sterilization, 
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Roof
Type High-albedo membrane
Overall R-value 23.7
Reflectivity 83% with emissivity > 0.9

Walls
Type Stone, metal panel and stucco
Overall R-value 8 (includes glazing)
Glazing percentage 18.7%

Basement/Foundation
Basement wall insulation R-value 9
Basement floor R-value 2.4

Windows 
U-value 0.27
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) 0.3
Visual transmittance 36%–47%

Location
Latitude 30°

B U I L D I N G  E N V E L O P E

Above  Hospital wings have 24 patient 
rooms, which are divided into eight-room pods  
that are centered around a nursing station. 
Sustainable materials such as formaldehyde- 
free compressed wheatboard and low- or 
no-VOC paints contribute to good air quality.

Left  Break rooms give the hospital’s 
1,100 staff members a relaxing space to 
rest with views of a nearby greenbelt and 
downtown Austin. Each break room is posi-
tioned at the end of a building wing with 
floor-to-ceiling windows.
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Efficiency of On-site  
Power Production
The site energy use intensity (EUI) 
for the hospital after three years of 
operation is 261 kBtu/ft2, which 
is above the 2003 Commercial 
Buildings Energy Consumption 
Survey (CBECS) average for inpatient 

facilities of 249 kBtu/ft2. The hospi-
tal’s ENERGY STAR rating is 58.

These energy consumption values 
do not reflect an energy-efficient 
hospital. However, neither the site 
EUI nor ENERGY STAR accounts for 
the efficiencies of the CCHP plant. 

If the waste heat use at the CCHP 
plant could be applied to the source 
energy consumption, the hospital’s 
ENERGY STAR rating would be 
in the range of 80 to 85. ENERGY 
STAR will not allow the hospital 
to use the CCHP plant efficiencies 
because the plant also supplies dis-
trict chilled water to other buildings 
in the Mueller development.

In addition, since the chilled 
water and steam are produced at the 
on-site CCHP plant, the hospital’s 
site and source energy performance 
is lower according to EPA calcula-
tions for ENERGY STAR than what 

Marc M. Swendner, Seton Family of Hospitals

Top  Hues in a hallway leading to the MRI 
area change throughout the day as sunlight 
passes through the colored windows. The 
varying window heights provide views to 
patients of all heights.  

Above  Hundreds of sculptures, photographs 
and paintings throughout the hospital and 
its grounds create “positive distractions” for 
patients and their families. This sculpture in 
the Healing Garden depicts a family at play.

C O N S T R U C T I O N  A N D  W A R R A N T Y  P H A S E  I S S U E S

Commissioning continued for several 
months after the hospital opened due to 
an accelerated construction schedule 
mandated by the owner. Issues that were 
discovered and resolved during commis-
sioning are summarized below.

The electrical harness cables of the com-
bination media–electrically enhanced ion-
ization air filters failed and were replaced 
by the manufacturer numerous times. 

Improperly sized outdoor air unit steam 
preheat coils were discovered and 
replaced during functional testing. 

Fire shutdown of the OAUs was a com-
mon occurrence during cold, dry weather. 
Humidification steam that was not com-
pletely absorbed by the airstream trig-
gered smoke detectors, which shut down 
the OAUs. 

New drain pans were added and drain pip-
ing modifications had to be made to the 
OAU heat pipe spray assemblies before 
the spray units could be placed in opera-

tion near the end of the warranty period. 
Additional problems with clogging of the 
heat pipes continue to plague these units 
and compromise energy savings potential.

Numerous BAS issues were addressed, 
including airflow monitor and VAV box 
airflow calibration, improper selection of 
domestic water and steam flow meters, 
surgery unit failover sequencing and econ-
omizer sequencing.

The daylight harvesting system has never 
functioned properly. Resolution of this issue 
is still ongoing due to inadequate design 
support and ballast and controller failures.

An undetermined hot-cold water cross con-
nection was discovered during hardness 
testing of the water. The problem persisted 
until the domestic hot water return piping 
was routed back through the water soften-
ers. The cross connection was never found. 
This issue caused scaling and capacity 
problems with the clean steam humidifier 
heat exchangers fed by soft water. 

A U S T I N  E X T R E M E  

S U M M E R  W E AT H E R

The ASHRAE 1% occurrence 
design temperature for Austin is 
97.5°F with a mean coincident 
wet bulb of 74.5°F (2009 ASHRAE 
Handbook — Fundamentals, Chap. 14, 
Climatic Design Information). The fol-
lowing highlights from the National 
Weather Service indicate the extreme 
summer weather conditions experi-
enced during 2008 and 2009:

•  June 2008 was the warmest June 
on record with an average monthly 
temperature of 87.4°F. The historical 
average monthly temperature for June 
is 81.5°F. In addition, June 2008 
holds the record for the number of 
triple-digit days at 20.

•  The average monthly temperature of 
86.6°F in June 2009 made it the sec-
ond warmest on record. 

•  The period between June 22 and July 
21, 2009, was the warmest 30-day 
period on record with an average 
temperature of 89.7°F. The historical 
average monthly temperature for July 
is 84.5°F.

•  July 2009 also set a new record for 
the highest average maximum tem-
perature of 102°F, breaking the old 
record of 101.7°F set in 1923. 

•  Twenty-six days of triple-digit tempera-
tures during July of 2009 missed the 
record of 27 set in July 1925. 

 
Despite the extreme summer heat dur-
ing 2008 and 2009, the overall energy 
performance for the hospital was within 
5% of the modeling projections as 
shown in Table 1 (Page 44). The total 
cooling degree days during this period 
exceeded the average weather data 
used for the modeling by 20%. 

HPB.hotims.com/33326-16
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The HVAC design consists of 21 dis-
tributed air-handling units and six 
dedicated outdoor air units (OAU) 
served by variable speed chilled 
water pumps. The “right-sized” 
variable speed air-handling units 
serve departments and smoke zones. 

The associated air-distribution 
systems were designed with more 
than 700 variable air volume (VAV) 
air terminal units. Steam heat 
exchangers produce heating water 
for VAV and constant-volume termi-
nal unit reheat water coils.

Estimated energy savings of the pro-
posed measures totaled approximately 

•  Building automation system (BAS) 
monitoring and control strategies; 

•  CO2 demand control ventila-
tion in the administration and 
public areas;

•  Unoccupied setback of operating 
rooms; 

•  Scheduling/night setback for spe-
cific areas of the hospital;

•  Underfloor air distribution for the 
40,000 ft2 administration area;

•  Low velocity ductwork and piping 
sized to minimize friction losses; and

•  Low pressure drop electrically 
enhanced ionization filtration on 
patient care air-handling units.

could be achieved if the hospital 
were equipped with an energy-effi-
cient central plant.

HVAC Design 
The building team evaluated 
energy conservation measures and 
selected those that met an eight-
year simple payback period based 
on bin weather data analyses. These 
energy-efficiency strategies include:
•  Exhaust heat recovery;
•  Dedicated outdoor air units;
•  High-efficiency lighting;
•  Daylight harvesting controls; 
•  High performance glazing; 
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Total CDD Compared to Average Energy Use Versus Design Prediction

20% Chilled Water Use Steam Use Electricity Use Total Energy Use 

9% – 9% 11% 5%
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•  Reevaluating all rooms and areas 
for air change rates and minimum 
VAV flow setpoints. Approximately 
10% of the total minimum volume 
was trimmed, reducing the chilled 
water demand by roughly 140 tons;

•  Implementing cold deck tem-
perature reset based on outdoor air 

14% at the end of design develop-
ment. Final preconstruction energy 
modeling for the hospital estimated 
that it would perform 17% better than 
an ASHRAE Standard 90.1-1999 
compliant design. With the efficiency 
benefits of the combined cooling and 
heating power plant, the hospital 
modeled energy savings increased 
to 61% better than the ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1 design.

Supplying Fresh Air
The exhaust heat recovery systems are 
incorporated into five of the six  
outdoor air units, and each consists 
of a refrigerant heat pipe with a 
spray water assembly on the build-
ing exhaust entering air side. General 
exhaust throughout the hospital is col-
lected and ducted back to the OAUs. 
The OAUs provide pretreated (maxi-
mum 56°F/minimum 42°F dew point) 
outside air to 20 of the 21 distributed 
air-handling units serving the hospital. 

The OAU serving the surgery suite 
is a desiccant dehumidification unit 
designed to operate whenever the 
incoming OA dew point is above an 
adjustable setpoint. It lowers the 
dew point as necessary to maintain 
code required humidity levels in the 
operating rooms. 

The total outside air provided to the 
hospital is approximately 0.3 cfm/ft2, 
or 29% of the total supply air. The 
collected exhaust is approximately 
45% of the outside air; however, 
exhaust from the more than 40 isola-
tion rooms is not collected due to 
infection control concerns. 

Overcoming Performance 
Challenges
Chilled water consumption for the 
first three months of the hospital’s 

operation exceeded design esti-
mates by 75%. Steam consumption 
followed a similar trend. 

After two months of commission-
ing, performance improved, but it 
was still far from expectations. 

Various control strategies and set-
point adjustments during the next 
few months also improved energy 
performance. Some of those adjust-
ments included: 

Sunlight reflecting off the glass of two build-
ing wings creates a patchwork of distorted 
shapes in this corner of the Healing Garden.

 

F I G U R E  3   C H I L L E D  W AT E R  C O N S U M P T I O N 

V E R S U S  D E S I G N  2 0 0 8 – 2 0 0 9

The hospital’s cooling loads exceeded the modeled predictions during much of 2008 and 
2009. Some reasons for the variances include the failure of evaporative spray pumps on 
five outdoor air units, the addition of a new air-handling unit in 2009 to serve an operating 
room addition and hotter than normal weather both summers.
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temperature, resulting in significant 
cost and thermal energy savings; and

•  Implementing continuous outside 
air tracking and setpoint adjust-
ments to optimize the outside air 
supplied to the various areas of 
the hospital based on the required 
percentage of outside air to sup-
ply air. In no case is the minimum 
air change rate or outside air 

Chilled Water Use
Figure 3 (Page 45) shows the hos-
pital’s chilled water consumption 
history from 2008 – 2009 compared 
with the design model. 

The actual hourly chilled water peak 
loads in both years are close to projec-
tions with a few exceptions when the 
load exceeded 1,200 tons in 2009. 

The higher loads in 2009 can be 
partly explained by the failure of all 
of the evaporative spray pumps on 
the five outdoor air units. Another 
contributing factor was the addition 
of a 10,000 cfm air-handling unit in 
June 2009 to serve a 6,500 ft2 oper-
ating room addition.

Actual minimum loads are well 
above the projected minimum loads 
throughout the summers of both 
years. One reason for this discrep-
ancy involves modeling based on 
setting back or turning off many 
of the air-handling units on nights 
or weekends. However, the units 
cannot be operated in this manner 
because one or two areas or rooms 

volume ever allowed to decrease 
below what is required by code 
or ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2001 
and to maintain positive space 
pressurization. 

 The hospital’s energy performance 
tracked closer to the modeled 
predictions in 2009 and 2010, as 
shown in Figure 2 (Page 44).

L E S S O N S  L E A R N E D

The building design engineer and energy 
modeler must coordinate throughout the 
design phase to ensure that the building 
performance meets its metrics. This proj-
ect’s designer and energy modeler were in 
different cities; their communication and 
coordination was not as timely or efficient 
as it could have been, resulting in some 
lost opportunities. In addition, the energy 
modeling did not begin as early in the pro-
cess as it should have, and making up for 
lost time is always difficult, especially for 
complex projects. 

The HVAC/control system design must 
comprehensively implement the energy 
conservation strategies used for the 
energy modeling. The lack of communi-
cation between the designer and energy 
modeler during the design phase resulted 
in the initial omission of some minor but 
important energy conservation control 
strategies. These elements were incor-
porated later during the commissioning/
warranty phase.

Thorough submittal review is required 
to ensure that the design intent is met 
and that even obvious things do not 
fall through the cracks. For this project, 
weekly submittal and shop drawing review 
meetings were held with the contractor, 
engineer and commissioning agent well 
before the beginning of the MEP construc-
tion to ensure that as many coordination 
details as possible were worked out early 
to minimize installation and field issues. 

The construction manager/general con-
tractor should give priority to completing 
all commissioning prior to occupancy dur-
ing the development of the construction 
schedule. In a hospital numerous code-
required smoke compartments and fire and 
smoke protection systems must be tested 
and commissioned prior to opening. 

For this project, owner changes and a 
number of other design and construction 
related issues left barely enough time in 
the construction schedule to fully commis-
sion the critical life safety systems before 
opening. Many of the air-handling/distribu-
tion systems as well as other electrical, 
special systems and plumbing systems 
had to be commissioned post-occupancy, 
which was inefficient, cumbersome and 
time consuming for all parties. 

Conduct post-commissioning after occu-
pancy. The typical commissioning effort 
does not follow up on unresolved issues 
after occupancy to ensure that they are 
properly addressed or repaired. For this 
project, outstanding construction and 
warranty issues were followed through to 
acceptable closure, with the exception 
of a few items as noted in Construction 
and Warranty Phase Issues (Page 42). 
Post-commissioning also allows for veri-
fications and modifications to weather-
sensitive setpoints and sequences of 
operation as well as building occupancy-
related nuances. 

Energy management requires operations 
staff training beyond operations and 
maintenance training. Unless the opera-
tions staff has significant experience with 
not only the type of BAS, but also with the 
operational sequences, staff will only gain 
a general understanding of the various 
systems during a few hours of training by 
the contractor. 

In the case of this project, daily interac-
tion between the owner’s facilities engi-
neer and the operations staff resulted in 
the discovery of BAS sequence of opera-
tions and control logic issues that went 
undetected during commissioning and 
were subsequently corrected.

B U I L D I N G  T E A M

Building Owner/Representative 
Seton Family of Hospitals, Austin, Texas 

Architect, Lighting Design 
Karlsberger Architects, Columbus, Ohio

General Contractor White Construction 
Company, Austin, Texas

Mechanical, Electrical Engineer 
ccrd Partners, Dallas

Energy Modeler ccrd Partners, Houston

Structural Engineer 
Datum Engineering, Austin, Texas

Civil Engineer 
Bury & Partners, Austin, Texas

Landscape Architect TBG, Austin, Texas

LEED Consultant Gail Vittori, Center for 
Maximum Potential Building Systems, 
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demonstrates that sustainable 
design reaps both financial benefits 
and intangible benefits for building 
users. Continued monitoring and 
evaluation of the building system 
will help ensure that building sys-
tems perform at their optimal levels, 
providing a healthy and sustain-
able environment. •

To comment on this article,  
go to www.HPBmagazine.org.

in the air-handling unit distribution 
zone must be kept cool 24/7 due to 
their functions.

The above average hot weather 
is the most apparent cause for the 
significant variances between actual 
and projected peak, minimum and 
monthly loads during the 2008 and 
2009 summer months. 

Conclusion
Despite initial operating issues, 
Dell Children’s Medical Center 
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Hospitals in Austin, Texas.

Above  Children can explore a series of con-
centric circles in the Healing Garden.  

Left  Giant puzzle pieces give children space 
to play and climb. A walking path around 
the Healing Garden encourages users to 
explore the native landscaping, sculptures 
and a butterfly garden.
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